1 Strings

A string is a sequence of characters. In python, strings belong to the data type `str`. Recall that a type is a set of values and operations that can be performed on those values. A string can be any combination of letters, digits, and/or punctuation marks. The operators are shown in this table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>concatenation</td>
<td>'hey,' + ' you'</td>
<td>concatenate strings</td>
<td>'hey, you'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>string copy (str * int)</td>
<td>'hi!' * 3</td>
<td>make three copies of 'hi!'</td>
<td>'hi!hi!hi!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>string copy (int * str)</td>
<td>2 * 'hi!'</td>
<td>make two copies of 'hi!'</td>
<td>'hi!hi!'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All other mathematical operators such as -, /, and % not supported on strings and result in an error.

To make a string, enclose some characters in quotation marks, either single or double. Note: the quotes mark the begin and end of the string but are not considered part of the string.

```python
>>> school_name = 'Colgate'
>>> team_name = "Raiders"
>>> school_name + team_name
'ColgateRaiders '
```

To include a ' or " in the string, simply enclose the string in the opposite kind of quotation mark or use the escape character \. The escape sequence \ tells python that the quote is simply a quote and not the end of the string.

```python
>>> cheer = "Go 'Gate!"
>>> another_cheer = 'Let\'s go \'Gate!'
>>> another_cheer + cheer
"Let\'s go 'Gate!Go 'Gate!"
>>> cheer * 3
"Go 'Gate!Go 'Gate!Go 'Gate!"
```

The `str` function can be used to make a string representation of a numerical value.

```python
>>> shoe_size = 10.5
>>> "My shoe size is " + str(shoe_size)
'My shoe size is 10.5'
```

2 Writing programs

IDLE can be used in one of two modes:

(a) Interactive mode. Statements are typed directly into the shell and each one is evaluated immediately.

(b) Script mode. Program statements are written in a file and then the program is executed by selecting “Run module” from the “Run” menu.

The interactive mode is great for trying out new ideas. But when we write programs, even small ones, we usually use script mode.
2.1 Program output: print

When running a program in script mode, one cannot see the result of an expression unless you explicitly print it using the print statement.

```
print "Hello, world!"
```

The print statement can accept a comma-separated list of expressions. They will be evaluated and then printed all on one line separated by spaces.

```
name = 'Alice'
age = 19
print name, "is", age, "years old."
```

The code above prints Alice is 19 years old. The same thing can be accomplished using the concatenation operator. Notice below how spaces must be explicitly added to the strings and also that the str function is used to make '19' (a string) from age (an int):

```
name = 'Alice'
age = 19
print name + " is " + str(age) + " years old."
```

By default, the print statement also prints a newline character. Thus, a subsequent print statement appears on a new line. To print statements on the same line, end the print statement with a comma.

```
print "hello!"
print "bye!", # <---- note the comma at the end
print "see ya!"
```

Will print this:

```
hello!
bye! see ya!
```

2.2 Program input: raw_input

The raw_input function can be used to get input from the user. The function is called with one argument, a string which acts as a user prompt. When the function is called, it automatically prints the prompt and then waits for the user to enter something. The user input is returned. Example:

```
name = raw_input("What is your name? ")
print "Hello, " + name + "!
```

If the user types Michael in response to the prompt, the program will print Hello, Michael!

**Important**: raw_input always returns a string, even if the user types digits. Use int or float to make a numerical value from the string.